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ABSTRACT

THE IMPACT OF A WRITII\G CENTER ON CROSS-CURRICULAR

WRITII\G:
TEACHER PERSPECTIVES

WHITI\EY GONZALES

JUI\E 29,20t0

Action Research (EDC 586-7) Final Project

This study seeks to examine teacher perspectives on the possible impact of a writing
center on writing across content areas. Four secondary level teachers from different
content areas were interviewed in order to gather data, which were then transcribed and
analyzed inductively from a framework of grounded theory. From the analysis of the
data, six major themes emerged, including teacher perspectives on student perceptions,
teachers as authorities, assignment and evaluation of writing, the writing center's role,

writing as a cross-curricular practice, and collaboration. These themes provided the
groundwork for implications and recommendations targeted to writing center practices at
the secondary level.
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Chapter One

Introduction and Origins
In 2008, the U.S. Department of Education, in conjunction with the Nationai
Center for Educational Statistics, published its annual report concerning the condition

of

education. The report concludes that inZA07, only 24 percent of 12th graders performed
at or above the proficient level of writing (United States Department of Education,2008).

This is a startling percentage in respect to a world beyond the walls of a high school
where clear writing is not only desired, but is a mandatory means of communication.

Nicolini (2006) argues "clear thinking is reflected in ciear writing" and "writing makes
thinking visible" (p. 66). If this is true, then writers musthave the abitityto articulate
their thinking in writing. Specifically, Ianguage is the tool by which most concepts are

cofilmunicated-students and instructors alike engage in reading, speaking, and writing.
Post-secondary institutions rely on writing as a form of assessment in many more

disciplines than as assessment solely for English class. Thus, students need to develop an
appropriate level of proficiency to effectively prepare them for college level work and
beyond (Tierney, Colyar, ffid Corwin, 2003).

In other words, students and professionals alike need to know how to and be able
to explain their ideas clearly-to be able to translate complicated ideas in both spoken
and written forms (Morris, 2006). Ironically, a report published by the lrlational

Commission on Writing in 2004 revealed that American companies spend an average of
$3.1 billion each year on remediation for their employees' writing deficiencies (Quible
and Grifflrn 2007). Furthermore,

in 2005, the National Commission on Writing surveyed

state employers (as opposed to private sector businesses) and found a considerable
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number of employees do not meet expectations set forth by the state (College Board, the

National Commission on Writing for America's Families, Schools, and Colleges, 2005).
Ohio State University published a survey of alumni of the College of Engineering and
their employers, and found both the employers and the alumni "overwhelmingly wished
they had been better prepared for writing and communication," although current physics
students were averse to believing writing to be a necessary

skill for their future

(Demaree, Gubernatis, Hanzlik, et. al., 2006). Furthermore, GoiztrctaBusiness School

of

Emory University cites concerns about students demonstrating insufficient competency in
language use (Jones,2001;Valentine, 1999). Regardless, oral and written communication

skills have consistently been ranked as one of the most important, if not the most
important, qualification employees should possess (Quible & Griffin,2007; Grey et. a1.,
200s).
The blame, perhaps fairly placed, is articulated in Quible and Griffin's (2007)
argument that it is the fault of educators doing little to remedy the lack of proficiency
demonstrated by students. Perhaps this should be interpreted as a call to action for
secondary and post-secondary institutions to acknowledge and confront the rising
demands for competent communication. The bottom line is that graduates, both

secondary and post-secondary, as well as professionals, are underperforming. Simply
stated, "teachers yearn for better writing from students" (Bagby,2006, p. 49) and the

professional world echoes the sentiment.
One strategy for addressing the demand for increasing and improving writing is
the implementation of writing centers at the secondary level. Turner

Q\Aq

offers writing

centers as an intervention to resolving deficiencies of students, teachers, and schools
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reflected in standardized test results. Historically, writing centers were established in
response to a growing need for increased

writing ability in multiple genres and for

improved writing as a skill for success in the professional world. However, although

writing centers date back to the 1,97A's, they have traditionally been merely an
"outgrowth of the English department" (Waller, z}}Z,Introduction section, para. 3). To
date, writing centers have become cofirmon fixtures on university and college campuses

but are only begiming to gain prevalence at the secondary level.

Writing centers are collaborative by nature and student-centered by designstudents are offered a place to work with either peers or faculty in an effort to improve

their writing (Waller, 20A2, Historical Antecedents of the Writing Center section, para.
2). Although this definition is fairly general, it may be one of the few consistencies

of

writing centers in both secondary and post-secondary institutions. Currently, writing
centers take a variety of

forms-from remediation centers to what Waller (2002) calls

'literary societies';they can be traced to "outgrowths of the classroom, sites for
remediation and/or proficiency work, support for writing across the curriculum programs,
or havens for writers of all kinds" (Waller, 2002, Reasons forthe Founding of Writing
Centers section, para. 1). Some writing centers function purely as editing centers, while
others function as instructional resources for both students and teachers. Regardless, the
use of writing centers is becoming common practice for students and

faculty-students

may frequent the writing center for required, recorunended, or self-determined writing
needs, and may seek support for either academic or personal writing endeavors. Faculty

may request assistance in lesson development, assessment models, or personal writing.
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Staffing is another difference in the variety of writing centers--a combination of
faculty, student writing coaches, and/ or members of the community may staff centers.
However, no matter how a writing center is staffed, or what impetus triggered its
inception, benefits for students who utilize writing centers range from higher grade point
averages to better overall performance, to reduction in failure rates, to advancement in

grammff skills, to a better ability to recognize errors (Jones, 2001). Parents, students, and
teachers oftentimes misunderstand writing centers to serve as

"fix-it shops" or "remedial

labs," (Ashley & Shafer,2006, p. 83) but most writing centers offer much more than that.
Turner (2006) suggests that writing centers offer the time and space necessary for

exploring and improving writing that traditional classroom settings cannot provide.

Additionally, writing centers can aid in improving student attitudes about writing, thereby
making writing less frustrating, as well as improving its content and quality.

Purpose Statement
The purpose of this Action research (Mills,2007) project is to explore the
perspectives of teachers on the impact of a writing center on cross-curricular writing in a
secondary setting.

Importance of the Study
During the 2008-2009 academic year, the English department at my high school
was awarded a grant to open a writing center. The grant allowed for funding the

operations of the writing center for five years, at which time the district must to absorb
the cost, or choose to dissolve the writing center's programming. Three of the major foci
included in the proposal for the grant were to support writing in al1 content areas, to

implement a peer writing tutor program, and to provide opportunities for staff
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development and collaboration. It is important to note, for the purposes of this research,
that the intent of the writing center grant was not to implement 'writing across the

curriculum' (WAC), but rather to provide support for the writing that occurs in all
content areas (i.e. physical education, art, science, etc.). Additionally, the writing center
grant supported a district initiative of individualized learning and instruction. From this
end, as a portion of my teaching assignment, I was selected as the

writing center

coordinator, responsible for development, implementation, and on-going operation, as

well as for future growth potential.
The writing center opened at the beginning of second quarter in the 2009-2010
school year. During this year, the writing center operated on a fairly limited basis and
was staffed by two English teachers. Those who sought writing support ranged in need

from the initial stages of understanding an assignment and generating i,Ceas/
brainstorming, to the final stages of proofreading and editing. The purpose of our support
was to help students develop strategies to build their skills in writing and communicating.

The individualized support allowed students to focus on their specific needs.

Overwhelmingly, the students who visited the writing center during this first year were
seeking support for writing in the English curriculum. While the fact that they were
seeking support atall was encouraging, the goal of supporting writing in all content areas
was not being met.

Crossing the curricular divide.

Writing is a skill that transcends all disciplines. However, it is often the case that
writing as a means of thinking, expressing, exploring, communicating, understanding,
analyzinig, or presenting is recognized only in the limited sphere of the English
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classroom. When writing does cross the curricular divide and enter other subjects, it may
be unauthentic, underdeveloped, or minimized.

It is mandatory to recogntze and value all

geffes of writing, but also the informal and formal writing professionals and students
engage in to develop their ideas: notes, jottings, posters, letters, and email messages

(Prain,2006). Most likely, instructors of

al1

disciplines do incorporate some forms of

writing into their curriculum, but the teaching of writing seems to be left to the arena of
language arts. However, language arts teachers, like teachers of all subjects, are overtaxed for time and resources to truly address the needs of individual students even within
the composition and literature classrooms.
Based on the observation that students are seeking support for their writing, but
also that the supporl is limited to English assignments, suggests that students, like their
teachers, associate writing with language arts as opposed to writing as an academic and

social mean of expression or learning. In establishing a writing center intended to support

all content ateas,

a

vital consideration is the perspective of teachers in all content

areas

about what the purpose and potential of a writing center might be. Additionally

problematic, the fact that English teachers currently staff our writing center further
reinforces the existence of the writing center as being an "English department thing."

Seeking the input of others.
The existence of a writing center alone carmot presuppose changes in the ways
teachers use

writing

as a leaming tool, nor can

it assure

changes in the ways teachers

instruct writing (Brauer, 2007). The need to address and acknowledge teacher
perspectives of a writing center is paramount to the successful implementation of a

writing center as a "community" where writing becomes a school-wide practice.
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if the system in which

the

writing center operates is not supportive of its efforts, or, vice versa, if the writing center
does not effectively support the current curricular activities of all content areas. The onus

falls first to the writing center itself. Simpson (2002) cautions that a writing center should
"match, complement, or support the institution's mission" (2.2.2). Thus, writing center
coordinators must begin by determining how to effectively make a writing center
accepted and influential in their schools (Turner, 2006). Culture and expectations should
be taken

into consideration, but student improvement must be what drives the practices.

One factor that may complement this initiative is to recognize as valuable the writing that

already occllrs in each content area. The goal for any writing center is to reinforce, as
opposed to replace, what already happens in classrooms throughout the school (Farrell,
1

e8e).

The demand for teacher input is critical. The existence of a writing center does

not always lead to teachers' support. Writing center coordinators need to seek to identify,
interpret, and proactively respond supportively to teachers' concerns (Bagby, 2006).
There are a variety of approaches to eliciting perspectives. Regardless, collaboration is
the common denominator. Morris (2006) suggests enabling a "group of eager teachers
and students to seek new solutions to o1d problems and let the program grow from there"

(p.72).When this is not possible, it may be necessary to seek individual perspectives;
that is, in order to make a visibly significant difference in the educational environment, it
is necessary to continuously "pose questions to others in the school" (Jordan, 2006, p.
s2).
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Chapter Two

Literature Review
The writing center at my high school was initiated with three major foci: 1)
Supporting and encouraging writing in all content areas; 2) Training and utilizing student

writing coaches; and 3) Offering professional development and collaboration. The
literature reviewed in the following sections will address these specific initiatives.
Content-Specifi c Writing
There is a great amount of literature that suggests benefits of writing to learn. One
can learn by writing just as often as one writes to demonstrate what he or she has already

learned. In arguing for the inclusion of writing in the biology classroom, Ann Haley
Mackenzie and Anne Gardner (2006) offer that "words and science are intimately linked,
as are

writing and thinking. Writing about biology forces you to think about biotogy-

that's why writing is such a powerful tool for learning" fur. 325). Allen (2001) echoed this
sentiment in suggesting that students

will develop

as

critical thinkers when they are asked

to write in multiple genres. Each subject atea owns a language of sorts. Accurate
translation of this language is required for students to understand, demonstrate, and apply
knowledge. As students write about various subjects and for various purposes, both

formal and informal, they are actively engaging in the leaming process by putting ideas
and concepts into their own words and language. Morris (2006) found that asking
students to explain math concepts in speaking and

writing actually increased their

understanding of the subject. Furthermore, Mackenzie and Gardner (2006) offered the

scaffolding effect of allowing students to write in their everyday language in order to

build on existing and prior knowledge. The nuances of this concept are suggestive of the
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students' ability to translate academic language into comprehensible language and back
again in order to fully understand concepts being presented to them. It is vital to
remember that teachers and experts use the proprietary languages of their various content
areas (math, science, history) as a part of their daily vocabulary. However, as students

who are faced with learning these subjects, the lack of experience with the languages can
result in the content remaining a mystery (Morris, 2006).

Mullin and Childers (1995) shared an anecdote illustrating the benefits of using
writing in content areas beyond the language arts classroom. A math teacher asked
students to visit the writing center and to work with the writing center tutor to write out
responses to incorrect responses on a test. The experience proved insightful as "Sara"

explained the steps she took in solving a calculation. Working with the writing center

tutor allowed Sara and the tutor to identify her misunderstanding of the difference
between three squared and two times three. Once Sara understood her confusion, she was
able to change her internalization of equating "squared" with "two times." This further

encouraged Sara because this new understanding, not visible by using numbers alone,

allowed her to recognize many other problems where she had made the same type of
error. The opportunity for "Sara" to articulate her understanding of the equation in

writing also provided insight for the teacher to recognize where re-teaching needed to
OCCUT

When writing is implemented in al1 content areas, writing instruction
administered in the language arts classroom is reinforced. Demaree, et. a1. (2006)
conducted a study seeking to correlate writing quality with physics content. The study
examined engineering majors who consistently demonstrated difficulty when asked to
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write out explanations of physics concepts. The study sought to identify a relationship
befween content matter in context (i.e. physics) and quality of writing. The literature
presented in this study "establish[es] the benefits of writing and writing instruction

within

disciplines" (p. 57). The study identified the main problems of student writing, as
described by both the physics instructor and a faculty member from the English
department, as "clarity, organization, and language" (p. 58). After an on-going analysis of
the writing produced by two groups of students, one who received weekly writing

instruction and one who did not, the researchers found that writing instruction had a
positive impact. The group of students that received writing instruction earned an
increase in both physics and Engtish grades and was awarded more positive comments on

writing assignments. Physics students who improved in physics did so simply because
they were better able to explain their knowledge through writing. Another study

involving writing in physics (learning logs, summaries, syntheses, lab reports) found
improvement in fluency, cohesion, understanding, and quality of synthesis (Greene and
Johnson, 1990). At the very least, a possible positive effect of a writing center can be
reflected in Jones' (2001) study that surveyed faculty at a business school. Jones reported
that faculty felt "they were better able to examine the content of sfudents' reports because
they were easier to read, better organized, and had fewer of the typical writing mistakes"
(12) due to students' use of the school's writing center support.

However, within most curricula, the practice of writing has generally been
confined to one type of

writing-lab reports for science, book reports or literary analysis

for English, journal entries for physical education, word problems or answers written in
complete sentences for math, business proposals for marketing, and artist statements for
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photography--to each subject, its own genre. It is important to note that writing in

multiple geffes allows students to consider their thinking from different angles, thereby
resulting in a more complete understanding of the learning (Mackenzie and Gardner,
2006). For example, as seen in "sara's" case, writing in math allows students and
teachers to identify underlying processes and/or lack of conceptual knowledge that may
be hindering student progress.

If

a student is asked to explain mathematical procedures

using language and writing, teachers may be alerted to necessary additional classroom

instruction. Reflected in Greene and Johnson's (1990) study is the inherent belief that as
students' level of comfort with the writing process increased, so did their skill at writing
due to being required to write more often for physics.

Writing in multiple content areas can benefit the improvement of clear
communication between "speaker" and recipient. Students need to be able to put concepts

into a "living language, which, as we all know, is our only reliable problem solver"
(Morris, 2006, p. 70). Writing centers can support writing in the cross-content arena by
offering support for the work-load involved in incorporating more writing into the
curriculum. Specifically, as teachers' instructional time becomes increasingly filled with
other responsibilities and mandated content, less class time is available for teachers to
engage in teaching writing. Therefore, a writing center may offer both time and space to

"explore and improve writing skills" (Turner, 2007, p.45).Kent (2006) offers an
anecdote about his portfolio practices in a secondary English classroom. On average,

Kent receives 1800 total drafts of his students' writing assignments per quarter. By

utilizing his school's writing center, writing center staff were able to conduct the

Augsburg College Library
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"essential conversations" about writing that provided for the meaningful development

of

the writing process (p. 57).
There are other, less "hands on" ways a writing center can support writing in all
content areas. Harris (1995) recolnmended that writing centers serve as a "resource room

for writing related materials" (p. 27).What this might look like is a set of "quick tip"
sheets that can be content-specific or general and are available

for students to take as a

reference. Another option is to create a set of helpful web links to post on the writing
center's web site. Writing centers can serve as places to advertise various writing
contests, publishing opportunities, workshops, or writing networks. Or, in its most

organic nature, writing centers can simply be a place for students to come and work,
either independently or with peers, and can offer an atmosphere of encouragement and

creativity.

Student Writing Coaches and One-to-One Learning
The best-known quality of a writing center may be the practice of one-to-one
conferencing with student writers (l'Iicolini,2006). Harris (1995) contested that working
one-to-one with writers is actually the "primary responsibility" of a writing center tgt.27).
The benefit of one-to-one conferences is that they do not need to burden faculty

instructors. Rather, the writing center allows for greater ownership of the writing process
on the part of the student. Conferences also encourage students to see the connection

between the process of writing and ways that process "involves strengthening their
weaknesses, building on their strong points, and communicating effectively through a
series of events, not single instances of putting words onto paper for a grade" (Turner,

2006,p.46). More specifically, writing centers are non-evaluative in nature. That is,
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writing centers are not involved in the assigning of grades, assessment, or test results,
which then allows the writing center staff to meet student writers where they are and help
the writer become cognizant of what he or she already knows and to draw out the value

of what the writer already knows (Ashley & Shafer,2006). Healy (1993) suggests that

writing centers can, in fact, narrowthe gap "between students who are achieving and
those who are not" (p. 181) because of the opportunity to learn, take responsibility for

that learning, and have authority over their own progress.
Thus, Ashley and Shafer (2006) suggest a writing center offers a place where test
results are disregarded and students receive a message that bolsters confidence. While

writing centers certainly offer the opportunity for strengthening the process of writing,
the key component of success is a combination of individual conferences on a text-by-

text basis, as well as the offer of services such as "practice with grammar skills that
support the writing process [and] help students by focusing on the text's strengths and
weaknesses" (Turner, 2006,

p.

46) Furthermore,

writing centers can invite students to

bring in personal forms of writing that are not necessarily incorporated into the traditional
classroom (Tinker, 2006).

Critical to understanding "modern" writing center philosophy is the recognition of
purpose. Particularly, Jones (2001) noted, a modern writing center's focus is on writing
as a learning process, not a product that may be weighted

with more formal

characteristics. Furthermore, tutoring sessions in the writing center should focus on
helping the writer to gain confidence and on providing the writer strategies that

will

foster continued growth and improvement as opposed to focusing on the production of a
single piece of "good" writing (Leahy, 1990). This central purpose of a writing center
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drives a mission of producing better writers, not simply better writing. Harris (1995)
reported that, "tutoring offers the student individualized help over a broad spectrum of

writing skills and problems, help which includes instruction of a kind often available only
in the personalrzed, collaborative, nonjudgmental environment of a tutorial" (p. 381).
When writing centers function in this w&y, it makes it possible to see the opportunity for
establishing a program oriented to supporting writing in cross-content context.
Student perspectives of a one-to-one tutorial process in a writing center drive an
understanding of the benefits created when the teacher is taken out of the equation. Harris
(1995) used the term "need" in reference to students and writing tutors. In her article

"Why Writers Need Writing Tutors", Harris argued that students often talk freely

and

openly when removed from an environment constricted by the teacher-student

relationship and where there is inherent "fear" of asking "dumb" questions. Harris
suggested writers may be afraid of appearing inept or ignorant in front of the teacher.

Harris went on to conclude that students "who come in nervous, apprehensive, defeated,
or eager to get any help they can emerge from their sessions feeling more positive, more

in control of their own writing" (p. 29-30).
From this end, the second initiative for the writing center at my high school is
implementing a student writing coach program. Student writing coaches are a type of
peer tutor and are rooted in practices of cooperative and collaborative learning. Above

all, models of cooperative and collaborative learning can replace traditional, hierarchical
models of instruction with a social context of collaboration (Bushman, 1991). With this

shift in social contexts in mind, there are actually benefits for both the tutor and the tutee.

Morris (2006) goes as far

as

reporting that working together, rather than competing
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against one another, results in an average of a full grade higher for collaborative students.
For the student writing coaches, being exposed to the writing of others results in the

benefit of becoming more knowledgeable about their own writing (Farrell, lg8g). Alsup,
Conard-Salvo, and Peters (2008) agree that peer tutors are co-learners and benefit in their

own development of skill and process.
Student writing coaches are also able to offer a reduced authoritative interaction.
That is, as Harris (1995) asserted, peer tutors do not possess the institutional authority

of

instructors, and therefore their use reduces student anxiety and stress, which also
encourages open, collaborative interaction. Echoing this concept, peer tutoring allows for

one-to one interaction without burdening the teacher, and student writers benefit from the

non-evaluative (i.e. graded) collaboration offered by u student writing coach (Alsup, et al.
2008). Furthermore, Flower (1990) viewed teachers' "product-based inferences as a

limitation that may radically underestimate students' knowledg*, problem-solving efforts,
and unresolved dilemmas" (p. 21). Thus, the opportunity to work with a student writing
coach allows student writers the ability to have conversations which actively engage them

with their own ideas and this "talking through" of ideas allows the student writer to retain
control (Harris, 1 995).

An informal sfudy conducted by Judith Levine (1990) on the use of apeer-writing
tutor in a psychology classroom resulted in the observation that students who were
required to consult with a student-writing tutor three times produced better writing.

However, what is noteworthy is the fact that the tutor had never taken a psychology
course. This speaks to the understanding that student-writing coaches work with writers

in a way that encourages development of skills and strategies for writing (process),

as
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opposed to focusing on knowledge of content as the defining feature of quality writing

(product). A possible contribution to the effectiveness of collaboration between writer
and coach may be drawn from Harris's (1992) suggestion that "tutors speak with words
students recognize and understand[;] they act as interpreters for those bewildered by the

critical vocabulary of teachers" (p. 380).
Harada (1979) identified a possible caveat with using student coaches who do

"too much" of the work for the writer. While this is a valid concern, Brooks (1991)
presented the difference between effective and non-effective writing coaches.

Specifically, Brooks found that effective tutors used some form of Socratic questioning
styles to elicit solutions from the writer, rather than fixed the written work. More

recently, Masse and Popovich (1998) found that tutors who employ a Socratic approach
resulted in "common agreement that students

will become better writers if they are taught

critical thinking skills" (p. 61). Alsup, et al. (2008) also commended the use of a Socratic
or minimalist tutoring approach. They suggested the focus be less on product and more
on asking questions "so students can make informed choices and come to answers on

their own and...students are encouraged to prioritize and decide how best to revise their
texts" (p. 331). Another perspective of discussion is presented in Barnes' (1990)
consideration of what he terms "exploratory ta1k" as opposed to "presentational talk".
Bames defines exploratory talk as that which occurs during collaboration; it allows for
testing ideas and is "safer" for hesitfficy, incomplete understanding, and revision.
Presentational talk is different in that it generally occurs more publicly. Presentational

talk is laden with a sense of evaluation, therefore, students may be less likely to take risks
or explore, opting instead to offer safe, acceptable, and "right" answers. The definition of
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"exploratory talk" provides an illustration for the way peer tutoring can benefit student
writers who seek support in the writing center. The conversations that take place between
peers offer an opportunity to disregard the intimidation of external evaluation.

Professional Development and Collaboration

In addition to the benefits writing centers can offer for student improvement and
achievement, writing centers may serve as a resource for teacher collaboration. Writing
centers can develop

pilot lessons focused on meeting the goals of the school to increase

and improve writing in all curricula (Spillane, 2006). Pilot lessons are generally created

to teach writing strategies to educators who can then implement the lesson into their
specific curriculum. These lessons are strategy-specific rather than content-specific,

allowing teachers to adapt them as necessary. Bodmer (1999) encouraged writing centers
to act as a resource for faculty "for various kinds of writing assignments (outside of the
traditional paper) that would effectively improve student learning" (p. 57).
Startlingly, Davis (1993) reported a significant majority of faculty at his school
was not aware of the writing center's existence, and certainly ignorant of its location.
Those faculty members who knew about the center believed its intent was simply

remediation of mechanical errors in student compositions. Jones (2001) followed this

with the suggestion that the writing centers will more effectively produce better writers
under the condition that the writing center staff collaborate with faculty in order to

resolve the misconceptions that the writing center is intended to serve as a place solely

for editing and remediation.
Most post-secondary writing centers are writing-across-the-curriculum based and
support a broad range of assignments from across the disciplines (Littleton,2006, p.77).
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However, while Demaree et. al. (2006) reconrmended collaboration between language
arts teachers and content area teachers to develop writing lessons, instruction

more effective

if administered directly by the content

teacher. Thus,

will

be

"writing center staff

members can help support teachers by talking through assignments with them, assisting
them in their classes, and developing materials for their use" (Childers, Fels, & Jordan,
2004, How Writing Centers Can Positively Impact Writing Throughout the School
section, para.4).
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Chapter Three
Methodology
Procedure
This research will examine teacher perspectives about the impact of a writing
center on cross-curricular writing.

A qualitative research design focuses on perspectives

of participants and subjective analysis in order to "understand the way things are" (Gall,
Gall, & Borg, 2004; Mills, 2007, p.4).Using a qualitative research design, I interviewed
four teachers from four different content areas. Prior to conducting interviews, I obtained
permission from the Director of Curriculum and Research for my district, as well as from

my school administrator. Once securing the permission of the district and the approval of
the IRB, I began my research. Teachers were selected based on a) the teacher's potential

to be "information rich" (Patton, 1990, p. 169 in Mills, 2A07,p. 65); and b) the teacher,s
willingness to participate in the interview. I determined a teacher's informative potential
based on my own knowledge of their years of experience in teaching, as well as on my

prior knowledge of their familiarity with any of the areas of inquiry (e.g. cross-content
writing, peer tutoring, an#or professional learning). I discuss the specifics of each of
these in the description of each participant. I verbally requested. the participation of the
teachers and followed a script describing the purpose of the interview, the time

commitment, and the nature of the study. When the participants agreed, we scheduled a
time to conduct the interview.

All interviews took place either

before or after school,

during the lunch period, or during the teacher's prep hour.
The interviews each lasted approximately twenty minutes. I used a digital voice
recorder for all interviews. I asked a variety of predetermined questions, although I
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allowed the questioning to remain fluid in order to gain the most complete and authentic
perspective of the teacher. I also wanted to allow different and additional questions to
emerge through the course of the interview. Interview questions covered three main

categories: impacts of a writing center on writing in various content areas, peer coaches
and non-evaluative writing support, and professional development and collaboration.

Interview questions included, but were not limited to: What are your beliefs about the
impact of a writing center on improvin g andlor increasing student writing? How might a

writing center impact your inclusion of writing, or your inclusion of process writing in
your curriculum? What are your perspectives on peer writing coaches and/or the
effectiveness of non-evaluative writing support? In what ways might a writing center
serve professional development or collaboration?

Setting
The setting for this study was in a suburban high school. The school operates in a

traditional framework using a six-period day and I 82 day school year. The high school
houses grades 10-12. The school is relatively large

with 1850 students. Many students

come from affluent backgrounds and are considered "college-bound." The minority

population is approximately 13%. Seventy percent of the 11S-member faculty holds

a

Master's degree or doctorate.

Participants

All of the teachers who agreed to participate in interviews

are full-time faculty at

the high school. Participants were advised that real names would not be used for the
purposes of this research however, due to the smal1 number of participants, and the fact
that they would be identified based on content area, anonymity could not be guaranteed.
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of

the participants described below.

Description of participants.
Richard is a language arts teacher with more than 25 years of teaching experience.
He holds a Master's degree in English and serves in various leadership capacities for the

district. Richard currently teaches an advanced placement literature course, creative

writing, and journalism (school newspaper). Richard actively utilizes peer editing and
process writing in the journalism classroom.

Maria is a social studies teacher who has more than 20 years of teaching
experience at both the middle and secondary levels. Maria holds a Master's degree in
Education. Maria uses writing in social studies in the form of document-based. questions

(DBQ's). Additionally, Maria teaches a college essay-writing course during the summer.
Tom is a science teacher who has more than 10 years of teaching experience. He
holds a Master's degree in Education. Tom incorporates formal writing in science, mostly

in the form of laboratory reports. Tom is also "information rich" in that he acts as the
professional development coordinator for the high school staff.

Linda is an art teacher with more than 20 years of teaching experience. She holds
a Master's degree in

Art. Linda

uses

writing in the art curriculum in the form of artist's

statements and student responses to art. Linda uses an informal form of peer editing and

relies on the natural tendency of peer collaboration for various art projects.

In considering the participants, an essential note isthe teachers' years of
experience in teaching, as well as their current practices in utili zing writing in their
respective content areas. Each teacher can be considered a "veteran" teacher. The data
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selected participants had been "novices"

or unfamiliar with writing in the various content areas.

Analysis of Data
After completing the interviews, I transcribed the digital recordings. Using these
transcriptions,

I aralyzed the data inductively, (Mills, 2007) seeking emerging

and perspectives.

themes

I allowed for this analysis to evolve into a grounded theory: "discovery

of theory from data" (Glaser

& Strauss, 1967,p. l).

That is, I analyzed,the interview

responses without seeking any specifically predetermined theme, but rather creating a

theory based on perspectives present in the data. By using a framework of grounded
theory, I was able to be more objective in my analysis of the responses rather than forcing
the data to

"fit"

or "match" a previously constructed theory.

Achieving validify.
In order to achieve validity, I transcribed the interviews verbatim and
incorporated direct quotations into my findings. This helped to ensure I did not
misrepresent participants' opinions and perspectives. The objectivity allowed with
grounded theory also seeks to ensure validity.

My biases derive from my position

as the

writing center coordinator, as well

as

from the initiatives that have been previously determined for the writing center. As noted,
the writing center's initiatives include the implementation of student writing coaches,
service in a professional development and collaborative function, and support for writing

in all content areas. Thus, my personal investment in the perspectives of the teachers is
focused on how to successfully implement each of these components, as opposed to
answering the question of whether these components should or should not be pursued.
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This bias could lead to my inadvertently searching for supportive data present in the
perspectives of the teachers. However, the goal of this research is to determine what
teachers believe and think about each of these areas of interest in order to better inform
the practices of the writing center as a supportive resource as opposed to a "top-down"

initiative.

ZJ
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Chapter Four
Findings
This action research (Mills, 20AT project explores the perspectives of teachers on
the impact of a writing center on cross-curricular writing. Throughout the process

of

interviewing teacher participants, a number of themes emerged with application to my
research question. The emerging themes applied to my research question in regard to the

impact of a writing center within individual content areas. In addition to the dominant
themes, references to success were consistent in all interviews and therefore
discussed in the implications and recommendations section. The

will

also be

following findings

encompass multiple topics grouped into six dominant themes surfacing from the data.

The themes include: Teacher perspectives on student perceptions, teachers as authorities,
assignment and evaluation of writing, the writing center's role, writing as a cross-

curricular practice, and collaboration.

Hanging Out with Friends: Teacher Perspectives on Student Perceptions

A popular theme that became immediately evident in my analysis of the data was
the perspectives teachers had regarding the experience of students as writers, and how
that experience impacts students' attitudes about writing. Complementing this theme,
teachers also hypothesized about the possible response students may have about working

in the non-evaluative environment of the writing center and/or with peer writing coaches.
Overwhelmingly, teachers believed that students would gain confidence in writing from
receiving one-to-one writing support, and when coupled with the opporfunify to receive
this support from a peer, teachers believed students would be less intimidated when
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seeking additional support. Key concepts that were repeated across interviews included
confidence, fear, safety, and judgment.

Confidence.
Perceived confidence seemed to be the major influence on students' attifudes
about writing. Maria, a social studies teacher, offered an anecdote of a student who
experienced several years of having"a bit of discomfort with writing...it was just her
confidence, or lack of confidence, that kind of acted as a block." Maria also suggested
teachers need to build the idea that kids can be successful by offering them resources.

Maria asserted that writing is fifty percent confid.ence, but students have a "trepidation
about writing; they are a little bit afraid of

it"

and a writing center offers a place "where

kids can go to build that confidence factor." Linda, an art teacher, echoed this sentiment
by identifying the connection between "building student confidence and being more

willing to write more when they are asked to do so in areas; that is wonderful."
Peer conferencing.
Related to teachers' perspectives about student confidence in writing, three
teachers commented on the value of being able to talk to a peer about writing. Maria
suggested that "teenagers like the opinions of their friends and sometimes they are valued

more so than coming from an adult." Linda, the art teacher, also felt that students "learn a

lot better and sometimes a student can point things out they wouldn't listen to from a
teacher." This is an important distinction in considering the effectiveness of peer writing
coaches. Peers can oftentimes cornmunicate

with one another in ways that adults are

unaccustomed to, which can allow for a more productive result, Specifically, peer writing
coaches may be "less intimidating" and the experience can be "more like hanging out
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with a buddy," which may encourage more students to visit the writing center.
Additionally, Linda made the poignant observation that students "ask their friends
questions naturally. ..where they have the freedom to talk." She also noted that a key to

improving student confidence is in "opening it up for dialogue, making it safe." The idea
of safety contributes directly to student confidence in that students will not seek resources

if they feel they will

be subjected to humiliation, judgment, or intimidation,

The topic ofjudgment directly relates to my research question in considering the
nature of non-evaluative writing support and the use of peer writing coaches as staff for
the writing center. Each of the teachers suggested some benefit to peers working in a

collaborative manner. However, one caveat mentioned by three of the teachers speaks to
the student-writer's perception of his or her abilities. Maria, the social studies teacher,

identified this perception as vulnerability. Linda suggested:
When it comes to writing, if the student feels like they don't write well, and they

know the person who is reading their stuff, they don't want to feel stupid. Let's be
honest, you don't want people to think you're not that

bright--rspecially high

school students, when fiuing in and looking cool and looking smart is a big deal.

This is a weighty concern when considering the use of peer writing coaches. Although
the intention is to have a more approachable and accessible resource, there is certainly a

truth in the comparative value students place on appearances, achievement, and abilities.
Richard, an English teacher pointed out the reality that there are advantages and
disadvantages any time another's opinion is involved. Specifically, Richard offered the

sentiment that students are "exposed to enough judgment as it is, and they just want to
avoid more,"
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I'{on-evaluative s up po rt.
Regardless of teachers' intuitions that students are vulnerable to judgrnent, the
teachers all condoned the benefits of offering non-evaluative

from

a peer or a teacher. The

writing support, whether

first noteworthy perspective contributes to the concept of

fear and safety. Students who are hesitant about their writing abilities or who are hesitant

to write in general may be more likely to seek support when there is no grade or points
attached. The suggested result is that a writing center that functions in a non-evaluative

framework can be more encouraging, especially in the earlier stages of the writing
process. Richard suggested that

it

(a writing center offering non-evaluative support) is

non-threatening "because they know they are not being graded for it." The general
perspective is that a non-evaluative approach of offering constructive criticism, simply
suggesting some of the things the writer might need to do, can be welcoming, specifically
because "there is not a fear that somebody is going to be knocking your grade down for

doing something...you don't feel like you are being judged." Similar to the perspective
that students feel safety knowing they are not being graded on their writing, Linda's
opinion is that a writing center is "a good place to ask questions and maybe [get] advice

without saying something is right or wrong...there is that safety of being able to critique
and give feedback." However, she also acknowledged that perceptions of what non-

evaluative support may or may not encompass depends on the vulnerability of the
student.

You Know some, But I Know More: Teachers as Authorities
An interesting theme emerged from the dialogue about the use of students

as peer

writing coaches. Specifically, teachers felt peer coaches would be beneficial but only to

a
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certain degree due to the students' lack of expertise in either writing or content-area

knowledge. Teachers seemed to want to retain their authority as being the "final editor"
or the expert in specific content.

The final word.
Richard offered an anecdote about a layered process of drafting in his journalism
class. Although students are asked to submit three drafts of apiece of

writing (i.e.

newspaper articles) to various peers in class, where the older peers are considered more

"expert", he retains the role as final editor. Richard acknowledged considerable growth
between students' first and third drafts, but also admitred that the final draft "almost
always needs another one or two or three drafts after that." He went on to conclude that

"if you want to have an attempt to get as close to the polished piece as the student writer
can be, you need someone

with much more experience than a twelfth grader." The

nuance embedded in perspectives such as this is that students are "okay," but teachers are

better, and perhaps it would not be too much to say the perspective is that students are not
able to be trained in such a way as to make them invaluable in the writing process.

Richard also suggested peer coaches may be more beneficial in the middle school. That
is, high school students participating in writers workshops with students in middle school

may be more appropriate than high school students coaching other students in the same
peer group because they "have more experience."

Maria also related a process involving three drafts of an essay; the first two are
revised with peers in which the peer "offers some analysis, some constructive criticism,"
although, Maria cautioned, students are not be able to catch every single error. However,

in this process she also maintains the role of final editor, suggesting, "I'm the one that
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makes sure things are appropriate" in this process. Also noteworthy, Maria went on to

relate that the process of peer review "builds empathy for the teacher and what we do
every single time we grade an essay." These anecdotal data are rich with analyical

potential. Not only is Maria retaining authority, but also as a result may be devaluing the
abilities and judgments of students to perform at a level that should be expected of all
writers. Additionally, the perspective that students should have empathy for teachers
seemingly detracts from the original perspective of building confidence in the student.
Furthermore, teachers repeatedly returned to the term "final editor," but in reality, I
believe this translates to "final authority," removing freedom of the student to determine
his or her own definition of success, completion, or worth.

Student ahilities.
There seems to be a lack of confidence inherent in teacher perspectives about
student abilities. Richard suggested:
Peer coaches are not quite able to suggest alternatives to wording, alternatives to

organization-they just haven't had enough experience with manipulating
language as a more experienced person...Ultimately it has to be someone with

much more experience than peer coaches.

This perspective reflects the distrust of students to effectively support one another in

writing. A poignant manifestation of this lack of confidence in student abilities is
reflected in Tom's, a science teacher, tongue-and-cheek statement, "obviously whenever

you say high school students, please do this task, there is an uncertainty factor there."
Tom went on to echo the concerns of other teachers in a tidy surlmary of the perspectives
provided in the overarching statement that relying on students as coaches comes with a
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caveat: "There is always the issue of an older peer being unable to provide the quality of
support and assistance of an adult."

Moreover, Richard approached a contradiction of the previous benefits to nonevaluative support in suggesting that teacher evaluations on writing can be more
beneficial (than peers') because, even if they do receive an evaluation from the teacher,
students recognize "here is somebody who has experience with writing, who, yes, is

judging my paper, [and] so it still has

a ways

to go." This perspective is concerning when

one considers the overwhelming perspective that students already experience trepidation

about writing and judgment. Thus, it begs the question of stifling potential development
when evaluation is involved, even if there are opportunities for revision after the fact.

Content expertise.
The final strain embedded in the theme of authority speaks more to subject matter
than it does to specific writing ability. Teachers are protective of their content, and
especially of their authority within that content. Due to this protectiveness, Tom, the
science teacher, minimized the potential impact of a writing center by suggesting
be beneficial only for students to "go through a checklist," but "someone

it would

with [subject-

specific] skills would be more helpful." In Tom's perspective, since a writing center
would not be offering support in the content area, it would not even be necessary to have
"someone that is so skilled in writing; just being able to go through a checklist would be
enough." In fact, he went as far as to equate the work a writing center might accomplish

with that of

a paraprofessional

for students in special education, or only as a resource for

"kids who are still struggling...with just following a checklist." Although some students
may need support in organization, or the ability to "follow directions," a perspective of
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this nature reduces the functions of a writing center to that of a fix-it shop---only

beneficial for lower-achieving students who may need support in the more routine
elements of writing.

Benefits for coaches.
Regardless of the hesitancies reflected in the perspectives of teachers about the

capabilities of peer writing coaches, all the teachers predicted positive outcomes for the
coaches themselves. Specifically, the teachers believed that the experience stemming

from acting as a peer writing coach would be beneficial. Teachers perceived the
opportunity would allow coaches to "hone their skills" and help students see what other
students are doing; interacting about writing

"is good for them...as much for the peer

coaches as well as the student writer." These are encouraging perspectives. Richard

articulated specific skills the coaches would develop. "They have to figure out what does
this need? How can I explain it? How can I encourage it? It's a two-way thing for both
the writer and peer coach." Many teachers, arguably in every content, have experienced

the "but what I meant to say" syndrome with their students. These skills speak directly to
the ability to identify a problern, think

it through, and communicate clearly with

an

audience.

Time is of the Essence: Assigning and Evaluating

writing

Arguably, anyone who is a teacher, has been a teacher, or is related to someone in
the teaching field knows that, above all else, teachers are pressed for time.

A discussion

of the specifics is neither necessary nor relevant to this study. However, an emerging
theme from my interviews with teachers in various content areas consistently reflected a
resistance to assigning more writing due to time constraints, specifically referring to it as
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All

)/.

teachers agreed to some extent that writing has a place in every classroom

and is a "critical element." However, Linda captured the dichotomy of the two draws:
carurot stress how important
students, but rather

"I

I feel writing is...my drawback has nothing to do with my

it is a time element to properly

assess

writing activities." Assessment

is a key component to making writing valuable. Assessment allows teachers and students

alike to gauge progress and reward improvement. Richard pointed out that teachers
already assign more writing than they can read and therefore, writing assignments may
lose their potential value

if students feel teachers do not have time to critically

engage in

the process or the product.

Maria offered her coping mechanism by assigning smaller writing assignments on
a regular basis and something

with

an extended purpose once a quarter. Maria admitted

that it is "essentially the time commitment to evaluate 155 essays that really keeps me

from assigning essays regularly." Linda also acknowledged the reality of time constraints

in a semester long class:

I give them one writing assignment that is mandated every semester right now and
that takes a fuI1 week. So, the thought of [adding] even more writing in when I am
already crunched for time is a stretch.

However, Linda also allowed that if students have the option to go somewhere to "have
things looked over, and go through the whole process, the formal process of making
things accurate," it would be a good thing. Whether or not Linda felt this would
encourage teachers to increase

writing assignments was somewhat ambiguous.

However, Richard was less ambiguous by suggesting that a writing center may
actually increase assigned writing because it will allow teachers to realize "they don't
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necessarily have to read everything because someone else can read some of the material
and help the students." He continued by theorizing that a writing center

will

also

"improve student writing because there will be somebody with some expertise looking
over it and making suggestions and helping them rewrite it and so on." This additional
support clearly reduces the burden on the teacher to act as a sole "editor," which may be

part of the resistance to assigning more writing. Tom, who already assigns "a lot" of

writing, identified the benefit of students getting help in refining their ideas, with the
resultant effect of easing the grading process for the teacher. During his interview,

Richard extemporized a possible use for the writing center as a way to increase writing

while limiting grading. His suggestion included an assignment of ten different writing
assessments, only five of which would be graded and five of which would be awarde,C

points based on the drafting prosess. The writing center would supplement an approach
of this sort because the teacher "wouldn't necessarily have to read the drafts," but the
assignments could be turned in for a final grade.

Reaching Out: The Writing Center's RoIe
The emergent theme of building relationships was clearly reflected in my

interviews with teachers. Teachers seemed to agree on two topics:

l) It is the "writing

center's" responsibility to reach out and cultivate relationships with teachers and
students; and 2) Building a writing center to function at its full potential capacity takes

time.
Teachers.
Teachers concurred that cultivating relationships was the key to success for the

writing center. Richard explicitly recommended that, "Whoever is running the writing
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center has to reach out." Logically, the writing center coordinator must act in the capacity

of spokesperson, cheerleader, and event planner. Moreover, Richard went on to identiff
specific inquiries the writing center staff might pursue. He said:
Find out what they do in writing first of all, what they are looking for in quality

writing, and figure out how you can support the teacher in whatever it is he or

she

is looking for and whatever kind of writing they are looking for.

This response is significant in that it reflects three elements of a relationship between the

writing center and teachers. The first element is what currently happens in specific
content areas-what types of writing already occur. The second element is attention to

what components of writing teachers of various content areas prioritize to deem it

"quality". The final element is perhaps the most relevant: seeking teachers' input about
how to best support their current writing practices as opposed to imposing a new set of
values on their perspective

will allow teachers to feel supported rather than undermined.

Maria suggested a similar approach in seeking to build relationships with teachers
in various content areas--asking the questions "What do you do? What are you looking
for? What qualities or types qualify an A, B, or C paper? Is there any way a writing
center can work with students on [that type of

writing]?" By giving "power" to teachers

in various content areas to offer input and to participate in directing the types of support a

writing center may offer,

as

well

as

to specify what they believe is important for writing

in their content area, teachers may be more likely to encourage their students to utilize the
writing center for more than just English papers. Overall, as Richard suggested:
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If a writing center develops a kind of history, I think it can definitely

increase the

amount of writing and improve students' writing...teachers have to get used to it
being there and figure out how to work it into their cycle of writing.

Students.
Three teachers identified the importance of building relationships with students

(in addition to teachers), and it is noteworthy here that the onus is being placed again on
the writing center. In order for the

writing center to "become

a

habit," Richard proposed

that it has to start with incoming lOth graders. Richard is of the opinionthat beginning

with

1Oth

graders "would be more useful than trying to werdge your way in with

a

junior

or senior." This perspective suggests the reality that whatever process is or is not
employed with writing is essentially a

"habit')-away of doing things that may

be

difficult to adjust. Richard says:
I think it would have to start in the

10th grade because

by the time they get in the

l2th grade, they have become accustomed to the writing center as a way

of

helping them work on their writing.
Linda echoed this sentiment by offering:

It's not just teachers it is also students. If you can develop the relationship at an
earlier period, it would become a more natural part. Developing in different
content areas as well

will also help in the long term.

While this statement mirrors the need to "start with the

1Oth

graders," it also alludes to the

concept of longevity and development of the -'habit" of writing. Richard and Linda's
perspectives are clearly rooted in the essence of time and patience. Because it is a

"different orientation" as Richard called it, relationships will be a two, three, or four-year
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"long-term building process." Particularly interesting, he suggested it takes "time and
commitment and building relationships with people who don't normally think of using
that kind of a resource." This presupposes a certain shift in thinking and a corrmitment to

longevity in order for the writing center to be successful. Yet another of Richard's
suggestions that
the middle

will "cultivate or emphasize

process writing more" is to coordinate

schools-c(fstting them know that in

1Oth

grade there

will

with

be a writing center

and this is a natural place to go." Maria also mentioned the vital need for students to be
able to "know where the resources are." Thus, teachers seem to be in agreement that

"knowing" is half the battle of changing habits of writing.
The perspectives presented here are valuable in that building relationships is

affirmed as the responsibility of the writing center. Additionally, these teachers'
perspectives reflect the approaches they feel would be most successful in encouraging use

of the writing center across content areas, as well as allowing the time

an.C

patience

necessary to nurture the writing center in taking root and becoming a natural part of the

writing process.

Write it Right: Writing

as a

Cross-Curricular Practice

The theme of writing as a practice and a process in all content areas was evident
throughout the course of my interviews. Specifically, all teachers already incorporate
some type(s) of

writing into their content areas, and all teachers were able to speak to the

process(es) they employ in using writing as a learrrirrg activity, including drafting and
peer collaboration. This is a relevant theme for the purposes of my research question as I

consider the possibilities of the writing center as being a resource for professional
co

llaboration andl or pro fe ssional development.
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Writing for life.
The first component of this theme entails the necessity of writing as a cross-

curricular activity, as well as the value inherent in writing as a skilI beyond the
classroom. Linda identified the importance of "making a connection between different

curricular areas in learnirg," and Maria offered, "the process is the foundation, the skill
that lasts them the rest of their lives." These two perspectives are rich in reflecting the
overarching benefits to writing: cross-curricular connections and applicability to life

skills- However, Tom identified the struggle students have with writing, regardless of the
inherent value of competency. Tom said:

Writing is a great learning process for kids; it's that whole synthesis part on the
Bloom's Taxonomy-very high level. You have a blank page and you have to put
stuff on it,

fill it in; you've got to create

ideas and articulate them and

it's

an

important skill, a very relevant skill, and kids struggle with it.
Being faced with a blank page may likely be one of the biggest fears students have about

writing. The teachers who participated in the interviews undoubtedty advocated the
critical necessity of completely mastering writing as a coillmunication skill.
The following response reflects the realism of writing beyond the walls of the

high school. Linda said:
Let's just talk about reality; you don't get jobs if there are five fcandidates] that
someone is looking at for

a

job and you don't promote yourself and can't

verbalize what your skills are. You're not going to get the job compared to
someone else who can.
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This is a critical lesson for students to learn, but it is the responsibility of the teachers to
reinforce this lesson in their respective sontent areas. Linda went on to articulate the
somewhat divided nature of teachers across disciplines, arguing, "'We teach in a box, but
the reality is once they leave here that is not the way the real world
there must be connections among contents,

ffid

is." She suggested

she provided the example that

"Art is a

communication tool, just like writing; art is a creative process, just like writing, and
students need to know

it is connected."

Although many times students will suggest their preference for the concreteness
of the sciences over the ambiguous realm of the humanities due to the "hands-on" nature
of the content, Maria's perspective equated the writing process to a hands-on activity and
proposed,

"If there's a process involved in it, something that is hands-on, maybe

[students] are going to remember a little bit more of the content." This observation holds
value in its championing writing as a hands-on learning process. Linda fuithered this
perspective by suggesting the "Ability to verbalize their ideas, complemented with

writing skills, will contribute to their confidence in subject matter," and later in the
interview, she went as far as suggesting writing support will also help students perform
better academically. Overall, teachers tend toward a belief in the advantages of being

skilled in writing as both a method of learning and a life skill, which will encourage
students' ability to communicate clearly and accurately when it is demanded of them.

Writing

as a process.

The various processes that teachers employ during writing activities are related to
the value inherent in writing as a necessary skill.

It is noteworthy that each of the

participants currently utilizes some sort of process for his or her various assignments. Atl
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of the teachers mentioned some level of prewriting, drafting, and revision, coupied with a
stage of the process involving peer critique or editing. Tom identified the necessify

of

having "all the parts," which can be accomplished by "following a checklist" with a peer
editor of sorts, and then moving to a focus on the quality of what the students are writing.
He also suggested the importance of moving "beyond the obvious." Tom went on to
describe different types of writing activities which contribute to a variety of purposes. His

belief is that it is necessary for students to engage in summ aizing, reflecting, and also
using writing as an allowance for'Just processing." Tom also uses strategies that allow
students to "get their thoughts down without worrying about sentence structure or

format." Removing the pressures of "making sure it fits nicely in the context of
everything else you wrote" helps students to focus on content and ideas and they can
return later to "make corrections and modifications."
Maria offered, "I am pretty much a process teacher, and I just happen to have
some content that goes with

it." This postulation is significant

as one considers the

processes involved in teaching practices. As a way to incorporate content into writing,

Maria has students identify main ideas and then form surrmaries. Beginning with a
bulleted list, students create paragraphs ffid, from the paragraphs, create an essay. The
goal is that students are "analyzing documents, and putting responses on a worksheet, and
the responses are then going into a framework to support a thesis and from that, an essay

would evolve. It is a step-by-step process." Similar to this procedural approach to writing,
Linda equated the process of writing to the process in art work. Linda said drafting is
comparable to art:
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where you start with a thumbnail sketch--from that into the next component

which would be the final work. You can't just jump into the final pieces without
planning and you want students to see the same connection with writing.
Components of writing.

In addition to process writing as a practice teachers already employ, teachers also
spent time telling me about specific types of writing they use in their respective content
areas. As mentioned previously, Maria uses bulleted lists, worksheet responses, and main

points to plan for an essay that involves thesis writing and analysis. Maria identified
students' need to know what to do when "they are given an assignment that involves
thesis development and how they present their argumentation and evidence to support

their thesis." Linda commented on a cross-curricular assignment between creative writing
students and art students, requiring the ability to "make interpretations...because they are

both creating and it's all about interpretation...and artists have to be able to express
themselves in a verbal and visual way." The similarity in these two examples arises from
the nature of interpretation, which is essentially what is involved in vwiting a thesis and
analyzing.
Reiterating this same concept, Tom listed the components necessary in formal

write-ups for scientific writing as including a hypothesis, methods, results, and
conclusions section. Ability to "concisely summafize without a lot of extraneous detail"
is key to successful writing in this geffe, but "they struggle with it because it is a

different style of writing than they are used to. They tend to want to use a lot of
adjectives and very flowery language." Understanding the types and geffes of writing
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specific to each content area is critical for a writing center to be able to function in a
cro ss-

curricular capacity.

ft's mine and You Can't Have It!: Collaboration
Understanding how teachers use writing and what types of writing they employ is

vital information in considering the possibility of a writing center acting as a resource not
only for student writers, but also for professional collaboration and development.
Sometimes, teachers may feel a certain sense of ownership or authority in their content
areas and therefore may be resistant to input

from or collaboration with other content area

teachers. Two teachers' (Maria's and Linda's) perspectives supported an initiative of

collaboration; interestingly, Tom straightforwardly declined an interest in fuither
professional development in teaching writing, stating "I don't know if I would jump on
that in my career. I have already done a 1ot already." However, Tom was supportive of
other teachers in the same content area pursuing opportunities for professional
development.

Maria's perspective was reflective of the previously discussed themes of time and
building relationships. She related her past experiences of the school's intent to integrate
staff approaches to writing, but expressed frustration in the short-lived consistency of
such initiatives. Maria offered:

My feeling is if we are going to do that, we need to make that our goal and then
work at it for not just one year, but five years. I think having

a

five-year plan is

really important. People need time to investigate, to apply these skills into their
classroom, to observe, evaluate, ffid then perfect.
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This sentiment evokes a desire to have the time and consistency in effort to be able to
explore a resource and to determine how to work it into a curriculum. She purports that
"Teachers on the whole want to help their students so we can see the benefit of our

efforts." For Maria, the resultant putpose would be "unifying as a staff' and having a
"common goal."
In relation to the desire to be unified, Maria went on to share her experiences with
team-teaching in a middle school. She misses the "collaborative element" and the
successes

of having a curriculum integrated with other content areas. How she envisions

this for a high school focusing on professional development in writing includes
establishing a "consistent vocabulary and processes." For Maria, it makes sense for
teachers to align outcomes and expectations "because the fewer directions we can give

kids enables them to perfect their skills because they are not addressing the needs of
different teachers." This quote illustrates the coflrmon goal she seeks through
collaboration and professional development. Maria challenged:
S/hen you're on a team, everyone has the same expectations, so no matter what

room a student goes into...they only have to think about it once instead of six
times. These kids have six teachers each day. Why wouldn't we do that?

A
sense

second topic emerging from the theme of collaboration speaks directly to the

of support and willingness Linda expresses in her responses. Linda believes staff

should work to "integrate skills" arnong contents, but acknowledged the reluctance
teachers might feel in assigning something they are unfamiliar with themselves. She

offered the parallel of an English teacher assigning students to do a painting for English
class. "When you don't feel like you are an expert, sometimes you are reluctant to ask
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will

be reluctant to do

it." This is a telling statement about the obstacles inherent in providing staff with
development or collaborative opportunities. Of note here, three of the four teachers
believed it was "questionable" that math and science teachers would "buy-in."

Interestingly, it was Tom, the science teacher, who declined an interest in either
collaboration or further professional development in content area writing, and I was
unable to find a willing participant for this study from the math department. However,

Linda clearly sees the value in "being able to teach them more effectively" and suggests
she would benefit

from both professional development and collaboration. She

acknowledges that, "on a more personal level, not related to students, I need those skills,

too."
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Chapter Five
Discussion

Overview of the Study
This study sought to elicit teacher perspectives about the possible impact of a

writing center on cross-curricular writing. I interviewed four teachers from four different
content areas in order to gather data. From these perspectives,

I

analyzed the data,

inductively seeking emergent themes and implications for my own practices as a writing
center coordinator.

Summary of Findings
The research process revealed many themes pertinent to incorporating a writing
center in the high school. These emergent themes originated from the interviews with
participants who frankly articulated insightful experiences, suggestions, ideas, concerns,
and opinions about a high school writing center.

A complete list of these themes is

described below:

e

Teacher perspectives on student perceptions: Confidence in writing abilities

and/or fear ofjudgment

will affect students' willingness to write or to seek

support for their writing. Peer writing coaches and non-evaluative writing support
may offer a "safer" way for writers to gain needed support.

.

Teachers as authority: Peers may be able to provide valuable support to some

extent, but teachers' expertise in content-knowledge and level of experience
allows them to retain the authority of the "final word."
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Assignment and evaluation of writing: Time to properly assess writing
assignments is the greatest hindrance to teachers' willingness to assign more

writing.

.

The writing center's role: It is the responsibility of the writing center coordinator

to initiate, build, and maintain relationships with specific content area teachers,
which takes time. Additionally, the writing center will become a "habit" by
targeting younger students who are not necessarily set in their practices.

t

Writing as a cross-curricular practice: Writing is recognized as an important
component of each content area and there is some belief that writing should be

cross-curricular; however, each discipline owns different geffes of writing.

Writing is acknowledged as one of the most important life skills as ameans for
communication. Process writing is also widely practiced and believed to make
content more memorable.

.

Collaboration: There is some hesitancy to subscribe to professional development
in teaching writing due to the possessiveness teachers feel about their content
areas. However, there is also acknowledged value in establishing consistent

practices and expectations across content areas to some extent.

Reviewing the plethora of literature focused on the various practices, initiatives,
and models of writing centers, the published benefits of such a resource are clear.

However, as schools and staff move to implement a writing center, there are obvious
cautionary steps reflected in the perspectives of the teachers I interviewed. Specif,rcally, a
strong foundation needs to be laid in order to communicate a clear philosophy.
Relationships among the writing center and both teachers and students

will

create an
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environment of trust. Reality is different from the portraits painted in the literature.

Writing centers

are not

just set down and conceded automatic success simply because the

literature says it is a good practice. Rather, a writing center must be implemented with
intentionality, time, and focus. Communication seems to be a necessary key to success.

Implications and Recommendations
The follo*ing paragraphs offer implications and recommendations that are
intended to inform my own practices and, perhaps, the practices of others embarking on
the journey of being a writing center coordinator.

Teacher perspectives on student perceptions.
Clearly teachers have strong opinions about the "emotional" state of their studentwriters. Teachers related the sense that the biggest obstacle for student writers is
confidence. Where confidence originates from is a question of individual nature. Perhaps

it derives from uncertainty about content; maybe it results from

a long history of not

feeling successful when the students' writing has been evaluated; or rather, lack of
confidence may evolve from simply not having enough practice or knowing sufficient
strategies to

fully engage in the writing process. Regardless, students' lack of confidence

is being communicated (either intentionally or inadvertently) to their teachers. The

implications for a writing center to have a positive impact on student levels of confidence
are

fairly straightforward. For students who feel insecurity about their writing, the writing

center must be consistent in providing a safe and welcoming place to seek support. How

to accomplish such a charge certainly involves careful selection of writing center staff.

Writing center staff whether student or adult, must be both naturally inclined to support
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others and explicitly trained in coaching methods that reflect confidence, encouragement,
and patience.
Peer coaches are an effective way to create an environment of non-evaluative

support. Even when teachers are not acting in the capacity of "grader," there is still a
sense of authority inherent in their very role of being a teacher. Thus, students who

already lack confidence in their writing may be hesitant to ask a teacher to help them with

their writing. Incorporating the social element of "hanging out with friends" may entice
students to be more

willing to seek support in their writing. Perhaps removing some of

the academic pressure of finding the right words to communicate with an adult or teacher

will

encourage students to feel less discomfort in admitting the need for help. Thus, peer

coaches may provide a solution because there is relatively no possibility of another
student being in the position to offer a final evaluation on a writing assignment.

Additionally, peer coaches are able to communicate in

a more natural

way with one

another, which can bolster a sense of community and therefore reduce a potentially
stifl ing "teacher-driven" environment.

However, it would be erroneous to ignore the reality of appearances and "looking

cool." Students eare about what their peers think. If

a

writing center seeks to build

student confidence, but a student is worried about how he or she may appear to peers, it
may deter the student from seeking valuable support in writing. Thus, even with the

implementation of peer tutors, it continues to be the responsibility of the writing center
coordinator to establish with her student coaches a mindset of non-judgmental, nonevaluative, and above all, confidential practices. That being said, it may be best practice

to have an adult available at al1 times for the student who does not wish to receive
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support from a peer. Another way to combat the question of insecurity or "looking cool"
is to recruit writing coaches from a variety of backgrounds. Writing coaches do not
necessarily have to be perfect writers. Rather, they need to be good listeners, good
questioners, and good leaders. Student writers may be less intimidated by working with a
peer

if they see someone who reflects "them." Writing

advanced placement National

coaches do not need to be all

Merit Scholars. A balanced combination of personalities,

strengths, and interests will comfort those who are fearful of "looking dumb" (as Linda
stated in her interview) or feeling inadequate.

As a bottom-line recommendation, it is pertinent that student writing coaches be
thoroughly trained in Socratic questioning, differentiation among orders of concern
throughout the writing process, and the art of constructive critique-knowing how to
concurrently compliment and suggest areas for attention. The goal must be for the writer
to feel confidence in knowing what needs to be accomplished when he or she goes home
to complete the revisions. The job of anyone who staffs the writing center is not to pass
judgment, but rather to inspire confidence-and it is this message that must be
consistently communicated

Teachers as authority.
Teachers' perspectives about the ability of peer writing coaches reflected a certain
amount of doubt as to the extent to which peer writing coaches could be effective.

Additionally, teachers were consistent in expressing the desire to retain their role of
"authority" in both subject matter and final product. The implications inherent in these
perspectives are alarming to some degree. As teachers approach their content instruction,
the goal should be to allow students access to mastery. And perhaps they do; yet teachers
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ability of peers to guide one another in producing quality work,

although they do admit students may be effective in the earlier stages of the writing
process when "perfection" is not the focus.

With these implications and perspectives in mind, the recommendation that seems
to hold the most value is in clear cofilmunication with teachers and students about what it
is the writing center is intended to support. The
can receive support with

writing center is a place where students

writing-not tutoring in content. As was made clear in each of

the interviews, writing is a necessary means of communication. That being said, the

writing center intends to support clarity and accurucy in language use as opposed to
expertise in content knowledge. Peer coaches are intended to serve as a resource for
asking questions, seeking feedback, and participating in the drafting process with student

writers. If the focus retains its specificity in clarity of communication, student writers will
be able to identify areas that need revision. Thus, the writing center must be consistent in

communicating this purpose to both students and teachers.
Another message that must be clearly communicated is the non-evaluative nature
of the writing center's operations. Non-evaluative does not only encompass the construct

ofjudgment, but also serves as a restriction against offering a "final word." More
importantly, coaches must be trained to allow the student writer to determine whether or
not a product is "good enough." This is a significant recornmendation in that it does not

infringe on the teacher's desire to retain authority in evaluation of writing quality or
content knowledge. Furtheffinore, since teachers did acknowledge the possible benefits of
peer coaching in the earlier stages of writing, one recofilmendation may be to work with
teachers to encourage their students to visit the writing center early in the school year.
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This has a threefold outcome. The first is that if students do, in fact, seek support early
on, they may be more likely to work through a more thorough drafting process as
opposed to scrambling at the last minute. The second is that students who utilize the

writing center at the beginning of the process will be able to ensure they are correctly
understanding the assignment, thereby reducing any frustration that may occur after a
great deal of time and energy has been spent. Lastly, students

will

be able to go through

the brainstorming stage of writing with someone who can ask questions, help identify
connections, and create a plan for drafting.

Assigning and evaluating writing.
The essence of time was clearly reflected in each of the teacher's perspectives
about assigning and evaluating writing. Teachers already assign more than they can

read-this

is not new news. However, the fact that teachers condoned the inclusion

of

writing in all content areas is promising. Additionally, it does not seem that teachers shy
away from assigning writing; rather, teachers are hesitant to increase the amount

of

writing they assign. It is important to note here that increasing the sheer number of
writing assignments is not necessarily

a practice

that will result in improved writing

ahilities. Writing for the sake of writing will only frustrate students who may struggle

with writing in the first place, causing them to turn in mediocre work that is not imbued
with originality or critical thinking. Teachers may also experience frustration as they
watch the piles of "grading" accumulate on their desks.
One recornmendation is that teachers focus on how to make writing more

meaningful when they do assign it, as well as on how to truly incorporate writing as a
learning process. The writing center may impact this process by assisting in the creation
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of writing assignments to ensure intentionality and purpose. Another option may be that
teachers allow more time for students to complete specific writing assignments so that

they can more thoroughly engage in the writing process; this would encourage
improvement in writing due to the learning that results from identifying errors, clarifying

thinking, and restructuring organization. If students practice process writing, perhaps it

will prove more beneficial than simply completing more
While

a recommendation

assignments.

of this kind rnay cause teachers to feel hesitant in the

amount of reading or class time that may be necessary to effectively work through the

drafting process, either by teacher review or peer editing, the writing center canserve as
the resource (time, space, and personnel) for those activities to occur. That is, students
can, either voluntarily as a required component of the assignment, use the writing center
as a place to

work through multiple drafts of an assignment and participate in peer

collaboration, thereby freeing up class time for teachers to continue with content
instruction. The teachers' choice to award points or assessment for the drafting process
would be at their discretion.
For Tom, the science teacher, the writing center might serve as a place for
sfudents to "go through a checklist" to ascertain the inclusion of all parts of an

assignment. For the art teacher, Linda, the writing center may offer the flexibility to

include a second or third writing assignment (perhaps of a shorter nature), allowing her
students to gain additional experience and practice in writing about their art, Another way

the writing center might function is in supporting the smaller, more informal writing
assignments that often are reduced to a "completion" grade. While the teacher need not
change his or her grading practice with these types of assignments, perhaps simply
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requiring a writing conference would encourage students to be more thoughtful or
intentional about the quality and content included in these writings. Overall, in order for
the writing center to have the most impact,

it is ideal for teachers to work visits to the

writing center into their writing cycle; this will also encowage students to see drafting
a natural part

as

of the writing process.

The writing center's role.

Hallway conversations, professional development in-services, and communities of
practice have, at some point, focused on how to build effective relationships with
students. However,

it

seems that teachers seek the same attention when

it comes to

implementing a new program. Teachers' perspectives about successfully implementing a

writing center with the initiative of supporting writing in all content areas were
consistent: whoever is in charge of the writing center needs to reach out and make
connections with individual teachers. Additionally, teachers cautioned that this is a step
that cannot be rushed and that it will take time for a writing center to truly get off the
ground.
The first recorrmendation that arises from these sage words of advice is that of
partnering with individual teachers. The writing center coordinator must make it a

priority to go to individual teachers and seek input about what writing looks like in their
classrooms and how the writing center can best support the current practices of the
teacher.

If teachers

see the

writing center

as a resource that has

their content and

curriculum in mind, teachers will be more likely to incorporate some use of the writing
center into their routine. Clearly this is not a "one size fits

all" endeavor. Rather, the

coordinator must to listen attentively and respond with creativity in order to communicate
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the philosophy of a writing center as a place to support aIl content areas and gerrres

of

writing. Again, teachers do not want to feel as if someone is coming in and telling them
they have to change what they are doing, to use different vocabulary, or to teach in a way
that does not fit. Rather, if teachers feel a sense of partnership with the writing center

coordinator, and feel as if they have some say, perhaps they will be more likely to "buy

in" to what the writing center is offering.
One way to accomplish this sort of buy in might be to go to one or two teachers in
each department. Ask the teachers for a list of qualities or components they look for in

their writing assignments. Then, create tip sheets to offer to students as they come in for
help in different content areas. If students see resources directly related to their teacher
and their content,

it instills confidence that maybe the writing center can help with more

than just English papers after all. Additionally,

if

teachers feel the writing center is acting

specifically on their behalf, they may have a more personal investment in forming the
relationship. Another suggestion is to have a two-minute hallway conversation with
teachers each time a new writing assignment is given. Ask the teacher questions about the

assignment to ensure writing center staff are equipped with an understanding of exactly
what the teacher is looking for. Again, this

will help the teacher to feel respected

and

supported as opposed to feeling questioned or directed.

The second implication resulting from the teachers' perspectives is that building a

writing center takes time and patience and must be approached with intentionality. It is
important to have a plan for what growth would occur each year. Also, teachers
recommended targeting an audience of younger students, either incoming tenth graders or
even middle school students. Beginning with writers who are not necessarily set in their
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the writing center a natural part of their

writing process. One way to accomplish this integration of the writing center into the
writing process may be to host tenth grade classes in the writing center at the beginning
of the school year. This can be an occasion to offer students an introduction to where the

writing center is located and what types of help are available. Another recofllmendation
might be to host "writing parties" as another suburban high school's writing center does.
Writing parties are events focusing on a specific assignment where older peer coaches
work with younger students on essays the peer coaches have wriften in the past. Their
level of familiarity with the assignment, as well as their insight on "what the teacher
wants," is an invaluable resource for sfudents who are learning how to navigate
expectations of high school teachers; this also offers a way to bridge the social divide
between underclassmen and upperclassmen.
Success.
Success was a sub-topic embedded in the conversation about what the

writing

center's role should be. Each participant hypothesized about what it takes for a writing
center to "work," which translates into a discussion of elements and indicators of success.

In addition to the success that is evident in students simply using the writing center, it is
necessary to determine other definitions indicative of success.

My first recornmendation

is directed at the planning stages of implementing a writing center. The writing center
coordinator, along with a steering committee made up of administrators, teachers, and
those responsible for the funding of the center, need to determine short-term goals and

long term goals that will serve to determine "success." That is, there needs to be clear
benchmarks for what capacity the writing center

will function in year one, two, three,

and
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Additionally, if the steering committee determines a numbers-driven measurement,

it needs to identiff how that data will be collected. There are a variety of base-line
indicators of numerical value, but qualitative feedback should also be taken into
consideration. Some questions to consider may include:

.

What is the growth each year in number of students using the writing center?

o

Is there any improvement in standardized test scores due to student use of the

writing center?

.

What evaluative feedback is offered from students/teachers who use the writing
center? (i.e. surveys, post-conference reflections, interviews, etc.)

.

How many students use the writing center because it is required?

I

How many students use the writing center voluntarily?

.

How many students are "repeat customers"?

I

What subjects are being served (i.e. science, art, social studies, etc.)?

Writing

as a

cross-curricular practice.

Teachers' perspectives about writing as a cross-curricular practice were somewhat
ambiguous in the sense that writing already happens in most content areas. Specifically,
the cross-curricular integration of writing into science or math is more likely than forcing
science experiments in the English classroom. Writing as a form of assessment and is

more natural among contents and seems to be actively utilized as a learning practice. A
recornmendation for how a writing center might support the writing that occurs in all
content areas is to reiterate the philosophy that a writing center serves in the capacity
underscoring the processes and expectations held by teachers who concentrate on

different genres of writing. That is, a writing center encourages clear and effective

of
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writing and writing center staff should be trained in the differences in style from one
genre to another. Another recofirmendation is to partner with teams of teachers who
schedule cofirmon assignments. The

writing center can coordinate with the teachers to

offer a workshop concuffently with the assignment so students can receive additional
instruction and guidance on specific types of assignments in a timely fashion when it is
most meaningful. Again, this does not need to burden teachers, as it

will

be the writing

center's responsibility to develop the instruction based on teachers' input and direction.

In addition to supporting writing in all content areas, another topic of
consideration is that of writing beyond the walls of the classroom-writing as a life skill.

All of the teachers interviewed reported a belief in the importance of being able to write
skillfully for reasons beyond assigned content. Thus,

a

variety of recornmendations are

readily available for how to support extraneous and personal writing. One
recolnmendation is for the writing center to host "mini-workshops" on a variety of topics,
such as business letter writing, editorials, proposals, or smaller traits of

writing such

as

effective transitions, organization techniques, or introductory and concluding paragraphs.
Another recommendation is to host longer workshops focusing on various studentcentered interests: college applications, short stories, poetry or spoken word, or speech

writing. Students who are already involved in writing for more personal reasons may find
a

community they can be apart of, while students who are just beginning to take an

interest in other "non-academic" types of writing might find aplace to explore geffes that
do not always

fit into the curriculum. Finally, the writing center

can invite guest speakers

from various professions (e.g. scientists, engineers, reporters, lawyers, novelists) to come
in and talk about the kinds of writing necessary in their fields.
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Collaboration.
Collaboration is central to teaching. As I interviewed participants about their
perspectives regarding how a writing center might serve in professional development or

collaboration, the results were varied. It is important to note here that the goal of the

writing center is not to implement a Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC) program. As
participants offered their perspectives, it proved difficult to differentiate among responses
that were oriented to a WAC program and responses that were in relation to writing in all
content areas. However, the recornmendations provided here

will

serve only as a support

for how a writing center can support writing across content areas.

Although one teacher mentioned not being interested in further professional
development in writing, two teachers were supportive of the idea. One teacher suggested
the benefits of consistency among content areas, while the other mentioned the attraction

of learning more about how to teach writing. These are all valuable perspectives and
provide the following implications. If the teacher who would be hesitant to participate in
further professional development on teaching and incorporating writing into his
curriculum is indicative of other faculty members' feelings, professional development
may not be as heneficial as it would with a faculty who is more receptive to broadening

horizons. Thus, professional development would have to be approached from a voluntary
framework; teachers who are interested should have it available to them.
In regard to employing a consistent vocabulary or expectations, as one teacher
mentioned, such a perspective, although clearly beneficial, is oriented more toward a

WAC initiative. However, one recommendation is to facilitate

a professional

development focused on the commonalities of writing in various geffes. If teachers can
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come to the conclusion that they all look for basically the same components and desire

similar levels of quality, perhaps they will come to an understanding of howthe writing
center can, in fact, support writing in each of their content areas without undermining

their specific vocabularies or expectations.
Another perspective reflected the benefits of professional development in how to
teach writing.

It is interesting to note that although many teachers believe the teaching of

writing should be left to the English department, there is also an erroneous assumption
made that all teachers know how to teach writing. This is clearly implied in Linda, the art

teacher's, observation that teachers are less likely to assign things they are uncomfortable

with themselves (i.e. assigning

a

painting in English class). Thus, a recommendation is

that the writing center offers professional development for teachers focused on strategies

of teaching writing rather than on ways to incorporate "more" writing. Encouraging
teacher confidence may be just as beneficial as buitding student confidence. Professional
development may offer teachers some knowledge about how to talk about writing,
strategies for instruction, or activities they can use in class to give their students practice

while cormecting it to content.
Conclusions
Overall, there was positive response to the writing center and all participants were
able to identiS, some benefit. Moving forward,

it is imperative to allow the practices of

the writing center to be informed by teacher input and student experience. The most

significant finding of this study may be the discussion of student confidence. The writing
center is intended to be a student resource above a1l else. Thus, it is the perspectives of
students that perhaps would prove more valuable in continuing to refine the writing
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center's practices. In sum, recommendations for the writing center, based on the

implications of teacher perspectives, include:

.

Training peer coaches to be accessible, approachable, non-evaluative, and nonjudgmental;

.

Communicating consistently and clearly with faculty regarding the purpose of the

writing center;

o

Writing support is general as opposed to content specific.

o

Writing support is non-evaluative, allowing the teacher to retain
"authority."

t

Supporting the writing process to reduce teacher grading time, increase

intentionality in assignments, and increase learning through the process;

.

Partnering with teachers to support individual practices;

o

Targeting younger students in order to encourage the practice of visiting the

writing center;

o

Coordinating with specific teachers in supporting cofilmon assignments;

.

Supporting writing as a life skill and connecting with student interests;

.

Offering voluntary professional development;

o

Offering professional development focusing on how to teach writing and offering
strategies and techniques;

o

Defining a five-year plan and measurement for success.
Each of these recofiImendations is valuable in overcoming obstacles that may

hinder the usage of a writing center. Partnering with teachers and forming relationships
seems to be the most pressing of the recommendations;

if

teachers are not encouraging

of
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be a slow process to get the program off the

ground. A vital recognition is the need for time and patience, to take small steps, and to

build a foundation of trust and respect. Teachers must feel, above all, that the writing
center is not undermining their instruction or their preferences. However, over time, and
as teachers begin to recognrzethe impact of the

writing center, they may become more

receptive to moving in the direction of colnmon vocabulary and standard expectations.
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Chapter Six
Reflection
Ever since I was a little girl, I have written stories and poems that effectively
guided me through my childhood and adolescence. Of course, my writing reflected the

childish dreams and emotions experienced by many young girls ffid, needless to say, it
was awful. However, as I grew up, writing became my friend-as much my companion
as

my books, my cats, or my favorite pair of pajamas. Naturally, my writing has grown

up with me, and over time I have found my niche in writing style, geffe, and purpose.

And writing has become my passion. I am not extraordinarily creative or talented. I
became neither a novelist nor a poet. I have not written a dissertation or been published.

But writing well and skillfully is something that I have seen open doors for me. So, when
one loves books and one loves writing, what else can one do? One becomes a teacher.

I clearly remember my first teaching position-and even more clearly remember
collecting my first batch of student essays. How exciting to take home the first real
evidence of my doubtless brilliance as an instructor who champions the limitlessness

of

the English language! To read. To write! To experience the world through the words of
others and then to create a new understanding with one's own words--what more could
anyone want??? Alas, my natural talent for teaching writing seemingly eluded me. The
papers

were...well...a disaster. And it was then that I began to develop

a passion

for

writing that went beyond my owrl abilities. Little did I know, I would often in the next
five years come home and curse the pile of student papers taunting me from my

bag-

waiting to be graded. You see, there is always so much to do when it comes time for
grading papers. Finally, with a mixture of dread and hopefulness, I tentatively pick up
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the first paper. Interesting title, catchy introduction...and then the nauseating three-part

thesis--or even worse, the thesis that doesn't say any[hing at all-and still worse, the

writer who has neglected to include even the slightest attempt at a thesis ! Or, perhaps it is
the sentence fragment. Or it is the lack of proofreading all together. Or it is the pesky, but
nonetheless erroneous subject verb agreement. Or sentences such as: "When a person

commits murder, you will go to jail." Gasp...I
a few lines, and then put

wili?

So, I pick up paper after paper, read

it back----on the bottom of the pile. The bottom of the pile is

reserved for the papers that are so bad I simply cannot read them right now; surely there
must be something better somewhere in the pile...right?

Fast-forward five years. I now work in a school that consistently outperforms
other schools and districts according to standardized testing, athletic championships, and

completion of post-secondary degrees. However, the writing that comes across my desk
is, for the most part, breathtakingly bad. And so I begin to ponder-what in the world are
they teaching these kids in

1Oth

grade? Or do they do any writing whatsoever in middle

schooll Certainly the poor writing performance is not due to my teaching. Imagine! Or,
perhaps

it is. Or,

perhaps

it is all of our faults. None of

us takes enough time to truly

allow for either the instruction or the process of writing in our classes. But how can we
possibly do more? As teachers, we are already over-burdened with mandatory
curriculum, excessive class sizes, and other professional demands on our time that many
might argue it is unrealistic to incorporate additional instruction or assignments, not to
mention more grading. In my observation, teaching has become a matter of survival and

just "getting through." This can be a dangerous road when the focus is meant to be on
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student achievement and preparation for the world beyond the walls of high school, not to

mention sheer human development.
Many of us enter teaching with lofty ideals of reaching just one student; then our

job would be meaningful. Or, of course, there are those of us who simply love our subject
so much, we enter the profession as passionate sharers of knowledge and

truth-a

captive

audience right at the ring of a bell. However, in mid February, the only thing that seems

to keep us going are delightful dreams of warm sunny beaches and a brief respite from
the daily grind and drudgery of teaching-one beloved week in March that we
endearingly refer to as spring break. Or, even better, we start counting days towards our
precious and ever-shrinking summer vacation. On a more personal level, I look to breaks
as a time

for getting caught up on grading, planning, ffid creating lessons

an,C

units that

are meant to inspire and encompass all the skills and investigation necessary to contribute

to future learning-but more often than not, I find myself griping about the amount of
emotional and mental energy I put forth for what appears to be such little return.
For many, and at times me included, teaching becomes

a

job, a duty, a chore

rather than an aspiration. Dreams of being the "best teacher possible" become nightmares

of grade-grubbers, helicopter parents, and micromanaging a,Cministrators. And then, to
top it all off, the dreaded finger pointing "somebody" comes along accusing teachers of

failing our students because we didn't meet AYP. So what happens? Districts come up
with something called an initiative, and everyone jumps on board to make sure that we do
not fail again. But what does this mean for the teacher? It means more work, more
grading, more hoops, more forms, more meetings, rnore...everything. The focus is inthe

wrong place.
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When I was offered the opportunity to collaborate with other teachers in writing a
grant for a writing center, I immediately knew this was a step in the right direction to
assist in refocusing our efforts. Later, when I was offered the position of serving as the

writing center coordinator, I realized I was signing up for more thanjust ajob. It was
clear to me that a writing center needed to be implemented thoughtfully, and with great

intentionality. However, as I discovered, this writing center was to be offered no such
luxuries of planning time. I had to make more of apersonal commitment to its success.
The focus for my master's degree seemingly found me as opposed to my needing to find
some interest that

I was only half-heartedly committed to. As I began conversations with

students and teachers and administrators,

I learned the disparity between the ideal and the

reality.
Athletes practice 300 times for 20 games in a season. Musicians hone their skills

for hours

a day before a single performance.

Actors rehearse for weeks before opening

night. But writing, at least in its formal forms, occurs maybe three times in a semester
and is completely perfoffinance oriented. The finished product is what counts, but students

want the finished product to be synonymous with the first draft. The system in which we

work simply does not allow for development through the writing process. Instead, it
focuses solely on finished products. Regardless,

I believe writing is a powerful tool. The

ability to write well and confidently will affect the writer on a personal, academic, and
professional level.

As I reflect on the conversations I had with various teachers through this process,

I have come to realize a great deal about my own practices. I, too, have been guilty of
offering criticism when praise would be more effective. I have been guilty of focusing on
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product rather than on process. I have been guilty of letting the pressures of teaching
interfere with the humanity of teaching. Much of what these teachers offered spoke to me
on a personal level as well as an informative level. Students need a place where they can
be free from judgment so they can focus on the work to be done.

I am excited about the

chance to incorporate a more appropriate approach to writing. I value the opportunity to
have been able to learn from my colleagues in a way that actually impacts my own

practices as both a teacher and a writing center coordinator.
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